Follow the path of the “-ice” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  dice  hide  dime  bike  dine  
       pine  mice  lime  bite  kite  ride  
       spike  rice  nice  vice  site  tide  
       nine  time  wine  slice  wide  chime  
       like  quite  alike  price  spice  twice  
       side  write  glide  vine  mine  FINISH  
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Follow the path of the “-ide” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  hide  ripe  pine  dive  bike

wine  ride  hive  guide  slide  pride

dine  side  jive  glide  mine  wide

fine  tide  wide  bride  site  decide

pipe  kite  bite  wipe  slime  inside

tire  fire  spike  mime  like  FINISH
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Follow the path of the “-ine” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  glide  hike  drive  ripe  five

   dine  fine  bike  quite  write  white

   hide  line  dive  like  pride  swipe

   pipe  mine  bite  wine  spine  swine

   glide  nine  pine  vine  bride  shine

   wide  wire  hive  ride  climb  FINISH
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Follow the path of the “-ite” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  bite  cite  kite  five  dime

                   glide  ride  hike  quite  mine  fire

                               dine  grind  dive  rite  drive  pipe

                                               wide  drive  white  site  ride  bind

                                                           hide  spike  write  like  nine  blind

                                                                     pine  rice  invite  excite  polite  FINISH
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Follow the path of the “-ime” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.
Follow the path of the 
"-ight" words to reach the end of
the maze and write the words.

START bike climb side lime drive

fight dime wide tight might bright

light night kite flight nice tonight

wife sight right knight size slight

wipe like dine tile nine height

glide smile invite chime dice FINISH
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Follow the path of the “-oke” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  bone  pole  cope  alone  told

broke  choke  code  sole  robe  rose

snow  joke  poke  flow  bold  rode

vote  tone  smoke  slope  hole  clone

dose  cold  spoke  woke  mode  pose

rope  note  gold  yoke  stroke  FINISH
Follow the path of the “-old” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  hold  fork  hose  cole  joke

woke  bold  bond  pole  globe  plow

rose  cold  fold  gold  rode  zone

nose  cone  slow  mold  hole  rope

lobe  tow  stone  scold  dome  pose

vote  mole  scope  sold  told  FINISH
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Follow the path of the “-ole” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  dole  hole  mole  note  zone

cold  mold  hold  pole  robe  code
one  stone  home  role  bowl  sold

scold  rope  joke  sole  stole  sofa

hose  dome  told  stone  whole  yoke

note  broke  home  globe  tadpole  FINISH
Follow the path of the "-one" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START corn mole close flow pope
bone spoke dove stone woke rose
clone cone sole note hole crow
mope phone nose robe joke bond
mode shone stone stole stove low
glow hope tone zone alone FINISH
Follow the path of the “-ope” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.
Follow the path of the “-ose” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Follow the path of the “-ow” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START

tone cope rose stone pole

blow bow dome home scope robe

those crow gold snow stow throw

glow flow pose slow told tow

grow woke row show hole below

know low mow store code FINISH
Follow the path of the “-oat” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  boat  coat  goat  load  boast
road  coal  toad  shoat  toast  robe
dove  loan  oak  bloat  row  throw
bone  foal  roast  gloat  moat  coal
foam  joke  coach  loaf  float  moan
goast  goal  hope  soap  throat  FINISH
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Follow the path of the “-ue” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  blue  juice  prune  rule  rude
fuse  clue  unit  tube  tune  June
flu  due  glue  tulip  cube  dune
fume  cruise  rescue  tissue  cute  pure
mute  use  music  cue  fruit  suit
flute  huge  mule  hue  statue  FINISH
-ew

Follow the path of the “-ew” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START cute brute tube rule juice
blew boom blue knew screw mew
brew chew glue grew flute new
moon crew cue flew rude stew
suit dew drew few fruit threw
prune true boot mule cube FINISH
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Follow the path of the "-ook" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  book  look  wood  food  root

moon  soon  rook  boo  poor  hoof

toon  took  cook  hoot  boom  moo

shoot  hook  wool  groom  good  toot

tool  outlook  nook  cool  doom  pool

zoom  noon  brook  crook  shook  FINISH
Follow the path of the “-oom” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  look  hood  toon  soon  took
room  food  tool  cool  wood  scoop
zoom  boom  stool  cook  roof  foot
nook  doom  loom  spoon  hoop  troop
pool  school  bloom  broom  tooth  moo
boo  good  noon  gloom  groom  FINISH
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Follow the path of the “-oon” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  balloon, bloom, hood, mood, zoo

broom, soon, wood, cook, groom, food

book, goon, loon, loose, hook, look

hoop, coo, moon, noon, spoon, goose

rook, took, tool, hoot, croon, cocoon

wool, foot, zoom, broom, shook FINISH
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